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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - March 17, 2021 

N2 ADVANTAGE ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 
 

BROOKFIELD, WISCONSIN - N2 Advantage Law, Ltd. | N2 Advantage, LLC. announced a strategic 
partnership with Convergence Planning Group led by Attorney Nathan Dosch.  Convergence 
Planning Group focuses on the legal, tax and wealth planning issues that business owners face.  
Dosch will join the N2 Advantage team as a shareholder and draws from his experience as an 
attorney, banker, tax professional and wealth advisor to create a lifecycle advisory platform 
that synergistically builds upon N2 Advantage’s multidisciplinary M&A platform.  Dosch handles 
business law, financial planning, estate planning, succession planning and probate and trust 
administration.  All of which seamlessly integrates with N2 Advantage’s boutique business law, 
M&A, private equity and finance firm. 
 
Together, N2 Advantage and Dosch serve business owners in various stages of the business life 
cycle.  “Nate’s depth and breadth of diverse industry experience makes him an extremely 
valuable teammate for what we are accomplishing here at N2.   There is no doubt in my mind 
he will further accelerate our innovation, adding tremendous value along the way …” said 
Timothy Nettesheim, CEO and Managing Director of N2 Advantage. 
 
“Joining the N2 team was a natural fit” said Dosch.  Clients and coworkers describe Nate as 
forward-thinking, professional, hard-working and trustworthy.  Outside of the office he values 
time with his two boys.  Nate’s passions including coaching his boys’ sports teams and slipping 
away for the occasional round of golf.   
 
According to Joel Nettesheim, “the combined advantages have multiplied N2’s strengths so we 
can focus on our multidisciplinary approach to deals executed through the eyes of business 
owners.”   

 
# # # 

 
N2 Advantage Law, Ltd.| N2 Advantage, LLC provide boutique business law, M&A, private 
equity and finance services utilizing the proprietary 1Source Deal Management System.  This 
system transforms the client services experience to maximize value and close the transaction.  
Clients receive transparency throughout the transaction process following a detailed project 
management plan, that typically includes competitive flat fee milestone pricing. 
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